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2 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��osbeen an interest in formalising substitution explicitly in order to provide a theo-retical framework for the implementation of functional programming languages.Various calculi including new operators to denote substitution have been proposed.Amongst these calculi we mention C��� (cf. (de Bruijn, 1978)); the calculi of cat-egorical combinators (cf. (Curien, 1986)); ��, ��*, ��SP (cf. (Abadi et al., 1991),(Curien et al., 1992), (R��os, 1993)) referred to as the ��-family; '�BLT (cf. (Ka-mareddine & Nederpelt, 1993)); �� (cf. (Benaissa et al., 1995)), a descendant ofthe ��-family; �s (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995a)); �exp (cf. (Bloo, 1995)) and�� (cf. (Mu~noz Hurtado, 1996)).These calculi (except �exp) are described in a de Bruijn setting where naturalnumbers play the role of the classical variables. Classical terms are coded as closedterms in these calculi and called pure terms. A natural question concerning thesecalculi is the preservation of strong normalisation: are strongly normalising termsin the classical �-calculus still strongly normalising when considered as pure termsof these new calculi? This question is obviously important. However, various calculiof explicit substitutions do not possess this property.It is possible to consider, besides the classical variables (now numbers), realvariables (which correspond to meta-variables in the classical setting). The termsobtained with this extended syntax are called open terms and they can be consideredas contexts, the new variables corresponding to holes. Hence the interest in studyingthe calculi on open terms, since they allow contexts as �rst class citizens.The main interest in introducing the �s-calculus (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os,1995a)) was to provide a calculus of explicit substitutions which would both pre-serve strong normalisation and have a conuent extension on open terms. There arecalculi of explicit substitutions which are conuent on open terms: the ��*-calculus(cf. (Hardin & L�evy, 1989) and (Curien et al., 1992)), but the non-preservation ofstrong normalisation for ��*, as well as for the rest of the ��-family and for thecategorical combinators, has recently been proved (cf. (Melli�es, 1995)). There arealso calculi which satisfy the preservation property: the ��-calculus (cf. (Benaissaet al., 1995)), but this calculus is not conuent on open terms and the existence ofa conuent extension of �� is still unknown.We proved in (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995a) that �s preserves strong normalisa-tion and proposed the extension �se in (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995b), where weproved its local conuence on open terms and the weak normalisation (every termhas at least one normal form) of the corresponding subcalculus of substitutionsse (the calculus obtained from �se by removing the rule that starts �-reduction).Conuence of �se and strong normalisation (all derivations terminate) of se wereleft open.This paper establishes the conuence of �se making �s a calculus which preservesstrong normalisation and admits a conuent extension on open terms. Preservationof strong normalisation of �se and strong normalisation of se remain open. As faras we know, at the time of writing this paper, no other calculus which had thesetwo properties existed. Since then, the ��-calculus (cf. (Mu~noz Hurtado, 1996))came into being which preserves strong normalisation, is itself conuent on openterms and possesses a strongly normalising subcalculus of substitutions. The ��-



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 3calculus is obtained by a clever introduction of two new applications that allows thepassage of substitutions within the classical application only if the latter has a headvariable. This is done to cut the branch of the critical pair which is responsible ofthe non-conuence of �� on open terms. Unfortunately, �� is not able to simulateone step of clasical �-reduction as shown in (Mu~noz Hurtado, 1996), it simulatesonly a \big step" beta reduction. Furthermore, this lack of the simulation propertyis an uncommon feature among calculi of explicit substitutions.As the strong normalisation of se remains open, the interpretation method (cf.(Hardin, 1989), (Curien et al., 1992)), which is usually used to prove the conuenceof a �-calculus with explicit substitutions is not applicable to �se. In Section 1 wepropose a generalisation of the interpretation method which enables us to provethe conuence of �se with just weak normal forms. The method is general enoughto be applied to any reduction systems satisfying the hypotheses (not necessarily acalculus of explicit substitutions) and therefore we consider it a new tool to proveconuence.Section 2 is devoted to the syntax and rules of the calculi we are going to dealwith: the �-calculus �a la de Bruijn, the �s-calculus and its extension the �se-calculustogether with a summary of the results obtained so far (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os,1995a) and (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995b)) for these calculi. At the end of thesection we provide motivation for the new rules of �se and �nally we compare �sewith ��, ��, ��* and ��.In Section 3 we recall the description of the se-normal forms, de�ne a strategyfor computing them and establish the weak normalisation of se. We also prove thatse-normal forms are preserved by se-reductions and that the se-calculus is conuenton open terms.In Section 4 we introduce the calculus of the interpretation, whose only rule wecall �0, and prove that the �-generation rule (the rule that starts �-reduction) canbe simulated on the corresponding weak normal forms by �0.In Section 5 we prove the conuence of �0 �a la Tait-Martin-L�of in order to applythe generalised interpretation method to show the conuence of the �se-calculus.We also show that the �se-calculus is correct/sound with respect to the �-calculus inthat, all �se-derivations beginning and ending with pure terms can also be obtainedin the �-calculus.We conclude by stating the problems which remain still open and we include aresult by Hans Zantema showing the termination of the rule of �se which enablesthe transition of a substitution operator over another one.This article is an abridged version of (Kamareddine & R��os, 1996) where theproofs are presented in more detail.1 The Generalised Interpretation MethodWe begin by introducing the notation we use and some essential de�nitions andproperties.De�nition 1



4 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��osLet A be a set and R a binary relation on A . We denote the fact (a; b) 2 R bya!R b or a! b when the context is clear enough. We call reduction this relationand reduction system, the pair (A;R) . R� or !!R or just !! denote the reexiveand transitive closure of R . R+ or !!+R or just !!+ denote the transitive closureof R . When a!! b we say there exists a derivation from a to b .De�nition 2Let R be a reduction on A . For R, we de�ne local conuence (WCR), conuence(CR) and strong conuence (SCR) respectively as follows:1. WCR: 8a; b; c 2 A 9d 2 A : (a ! b ^ a ! c)) (b !! d ^ c !! d) :2. CR: 8a; b; c 2 A 9d 2 A : (a !! b ^ a !! c)) (b !! d ^ c !! d) :3. SCR: 8a; b; c 2 A 9d 2 A : (a ! b ^ a ! c)) (b ! d ^ c ! d) :De�nition 3Let R be a reduction on A . We say that a 2 A is an R-normal form (R-nf forshort) if there exists no b 2 A such that a ! b and we say that b has a normalform if there exists a normal form a such that b !! a . R is weakly normalising(WN) if every a 2 A has an R-normal form.R is strongly normalising (SN) if thereis no in�nite sequence (ai)i�0 in A such that ai ! ai+1 for all i � 0 .Note that conuence of R guarantees unicity of R-normal forms. In that case, theR-normal form of a , if it exists, is denoted by R(a) . Strong normalisation impliesweak normalisation and therefore the existence of normal forms.At some point we shall need the following lemmas (cf. (Barendregt, 1984)).Lemma 1Let R be a reduction, if R is SCR then R� is also SCR.Lemma 2 (Newman)Every strongly normalising, locally conuent reduction is conuent.We state now the interpretation method we wish to generalise. This method was�rst identi�ed in (Hardin, 1989), where it was used for the categorical combinators.In (Curien et al., 1992), it is used to prove the conuence of the weak ��-calculus,of the ��-calculus on closed terms and the non-conuence of the ��SP -calculuson open terms. In (R��os, 1993), it was used to prove the conuence of the ��SP -calculus on semi-closed terms. Finally, in (Benaissa et al., 1995) and (Kamareddine& R��os, 1995a), it was used to prove the conuence of �� and �s respectively.Lemma 3 (Interpretation method)Let R = R1 [ R2 where R1 is a conuent and SN reduction on A and R2 anarbitrary reduction. If there exists a reduction R0 on the set of R1-normal formssatisfying R0 � R� and (a!R2 b ) R1(a)!!R0 R1(b)) , then R0 is conuent i�R is conuent.Lemma 4 (Generalised interpretation method (GIM))Let B � A, R and R0 reduction relations on A and B respectively and f : A ! Bsuch that:



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 5a ����������R@@@@R@@@@RR bc --R --R--R f(a) f(b)f(c)����������R0@@@@R@@@@RR0 p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p pRRR0p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p��R0 dFig. 1. Generalised interpretation method1. R0 � R�2. 8a 2 A : a!!R f(a)3. 8a; b 2 A : a!R b ) f(a) !!R0 f(b)then, if R0 is conuent, R is also conuent. Moreover, if we also have:4: 8b 2 B : b!!R0 f(b)then R0 is conuent i� R is conuent.Proof()) Assume a !!R b and a !!R c. By 2, x !!R f(x) for x 2 fa; b; cg. By 3,f(a) !!R0 f(b) and f(a) !!R0 f(c). Now, conuence of R0 gives d such thatf(b) !!R0 d and f(c)!!R0 d. 1 implies f(b)!!R d and f(c) !!R d. Therefore,b!!R d and c!!R d (see Figure 1).(() Let a; b; c 2 B, a !!R0 b and a !!R0 c. By 1, a !!R b and a !!R c. Byconuence of R, there exists d such that b !!R d and b !!R d. By 4, x!!R0f(x) for x 2 fb; c; dg. By 3, f(b) !!R0 f(d) and f(c) !!R0 f(d) and we aredone.A particular case of the GIM that is useful for calculi of explicit substitutions isthe following:Corollary 1 (GIM for explicit substitutions (GIMES))Let R = R1[R2 where R1 and R2 are arbitrary reductions on A . Let B be theset of R1-normal forms and let f : A! B be a function (strategy) such that f(a)is an R1-normal form of a . If there exists a reduction R0 on the set of R1-normalforms satisfying1. R0 � R�2. 8a; b : a!R1 b ) f(a)!!R0 f(b)3. 8a; b : a!R2 b ) f(a)!!R0 f(b)then R0 is conuent i� R is conuent.Proof



6 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��osNote that 1,2,3 of GIMES imply 1,2,3,4 of GIM. In particular, 2,3 of GIMES imply3 of GIM, 2 of GIM holds as f(a) is an R1-nf of a and hence a!!R f(a). Moreover,4 of GIM holds because for b 2 B, b is in R1-nf and hence b = f(b).In the context of the GIM lemma and its corollary GIMES, the function f is calledthe interpretation function; B, the set of the interpretation and (B;!R0), the cal-culus of the interpretation.We use a particular case of the GIMES where 2 is strengthened to: a!R1 b )f(a) = f(b) (syntactic identity). Having established that GIM =) GIMES, wecomment now that even the GIMES generalises the interpretation method. In fact,when R1 is conuent and SN, R1-normal forms exist and are unique. Hence thereis only one f (f(a) = R1(a)) such that f(a) is a normal form of a. Remark that inthis case hypothesis 2. of the GIMES is obviously satis�ed.2 The calculi2.1 The classical �-calculus in de Bruijn notationWe assume the reader familiar with de Bruijn notation (cf. (de Bruijn, 1972), (Ka-mareddine & R��os, 1996)). We de�ne �, the set of terms with de Bruijn indices, asfollows: � ::= IN j (��) j (��)We use a; b; : : : to range over � and m;n; : : : to range over IN (positive naturalnumbers). Furthermore, we assume the usual conventions about parentheses andavoid them when no confusion occurs. Throughout the whole article, a = b is usedto mean that a and b are syntactically identical. We say that a reduction ! iscompatible on � when for all a; b; c 2 �, we have a! b implies a c! b c, c a! c band �a! �b.In order to de�ne �-reduction �a la de Bruijn, we must de�ne the substitution ofa variable n for a term b in a term a. Therefore, we need to update the term b:De�nition 4The updating functions U ik : �! � for k � 0 and i � 1 are de�ned inductively:U ik(ab) = U ik(a)U ik(b)U ik(�a) = �(U ik+1(a)) U ik(n) = � n+ i� 1 if n > kn if n � k :Now we de�ne the family of meta-substitution functions:De�nition 5The meta-substitution at level j , for j � 1 , of a term b 2 � in a term a 2 � ,denoted affj bgg , is de�ned inductively on a as follows:(a1a2)ffj bgg = (a1ffj bgg) (a2ffj bgg)(�a)ffj bgg = �(affj+ 1 bgg) nffj bgg = 8<: n� 1 if n > jU j0 (b) if n = jn if n < j :



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 7The following lemmas establish the properties of meta-substitution and updating(cf. (Kamareddine & R��os, 1996)).Lemma 5For k < n < k + i we have: U i�1k (a) = U ik(a)ffn bgg .Lemma 6For l � k < l + j we have: U ik(U jl (a)) = U j+i�1l (a) :Lemma 7For k + i � n we have: U ik(a)ffn bgg = U ik(affn� i+ 1 bgg) :Lemma 8 (Meta-substitution Lemma)For i � n we have:affi bggffn cgg = affn+ 1 cggffi bffn� i+ 1 cggggLemma 9For l + j � k + 1 we have: U ik(U jl (a)) = U jl (U ik+1�j(a)) .Lemma 10 (Distribution Lemma)For n � k + 1 we have:U ik(affn bgg) = U ik+1(a)ffn U ik�n+1(b)gg :De�nition 6�-reduction is the least compatible reduction on � generated by:(�-rule) (�a) b!� aff1 bggThe �-calculus (�a la de Bruijn), is the reduction system whose only rewriting ruleis �.Theorem 1The �-calculus �a la de Bruijn is conuent.2.2 The �s-calculusThe subjacent idea in the mechanism of �s is the explicit handling of the meta-operators given in De�nitions 4 and 5. Therefore, the syntax of the �s-calculus isobtained by adding two families of operators :� f�jgj�1, which denotes the explicit substitution operators. Each �j is anin�x operator of arity 2 and a �jb has as intuitive meaning the term a whereall free occurrences of the variable corresponding to the de Bruijn index j areto be substituted by the term b.� f'ikgk�0 i�1, which denotes the updating functions necessary when workingwith de Bruijn numbers to �x the variables of the term to be substituted.De�nition 7The set of terms, noted �s , of the �s-calculus is given as follows:�s ::= IN j �s�s j ��s j �s �j�s j 'ik�s where j; i � 1 ; k � 0 :



8 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��os�-generation (�a) b �! a �1 b�-�-transition (�a) �jb �! �(a�j+1b)�-app-transition (a1 a2) �jb �! (a1 �jb) (a2 �jb)�-destruction n�jb �! 8<: n� 1 if n > j'j0 b if n = jn if n < j'-�-transition 'ik(�a) �! �('ik+1 a)'-app-transition 'ik(a1 a2) �! ('ik a1) ('ik a2)'-destruction 'ik n �! � n+ i � 1 if n > kn if n � kFig. 2. The �s-calculusWe take a; b; c to range over �s. A term containing neither �'s nor ''s is called apure term. � denotes the set of pure terms.A compatible reduction ! on �s is such that for all a; b; c 2 �s, if a ! b thena c! b c, c a! c b, �a! �b, a �jc! b �jc, c �ja! c �jb and 'ika! 'ikb.We include, besides the rule mimicking the �-rule (�-generation), a set of ruleswhich are the equations in De�nitions 4 and 5 orientated from left to right.De�nition 8The �s-calculus is the reduction system (�s;!�s), where !�s is the least compat-ible reduction on �s generated by the rules given in Figure 2. We use �s to denotethis set of rules. The subcalculus of substitutions associated with the �s-calculus isthe reduction system generated by the set of rules s = �s� f�-generationg and wecall it the s-calculus.The �-generation rule starts �-reduction by generating a substitution operator atthe �rst level (�1). The �-app and �-� rules allow this operator to travel throughoutthe term until its arrival to the variables. If a variable should be a�ected by thesubstitution, the �-destruction rules (case j = n) carry out the substitution of thevariable by the updated term, thus introducing the updating operators. Finally, theother rules compute the updating.We state now the main properties of the �s-calculus (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os,1995a) and (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995b)).Theorem 2 (SN and conuence of s)The s-calculus is strongly normalising and conuent on �s. Hence, every term ahas a unique s-normal form denoted s(a).Lemma 11



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 9The set of s-normal forms is exactly �.Lemma 12For all a; b 2 �s we have:s(a b) = s(a)s(b) , s(�a) = �(s(a)) , s('ika) = U ik(s(a)) ,s(a �jb) = s(a)ffj s(b)gg .Lemma 13Let a; b 2 �s , if a!��gen b then s(a)!!� s(b) .Corollary 2Let a; b 2 �s , if a!!�s b then s(a)!!� s(b) .Corollary 3 (Soundness)Let a; b 2 � , if a!!�s b then a!!� b .Lemma 14 (Simulation of �-reduction)Let a; b 2 �, if a!� b then a!!�s b .Theorem 3 (Conuence of �s)The �s-calculus is conuent on �s.Theorem 4 (Preservation of SN)Pure terms which are strongly normalising in the �-calculus are also strongly nor-malising in the �s-calculus.Theorem 5 (SN of typed terms)Every well typed term is strongly normalising in the simply typed �s-calculus.2.3 The �se-calculusWe introduce the open terms and the rules added to �s to obtain the �se-calculus.De�nition 9The set of open terms, noted �sop is given as follows:�sop ::= V j IN j�sop�sop j ��sop j�sop �j�sop j'ik�sop where j; i � 1 ; k � 0and where V stands for a set of variables, over which X, Y , ... range. We take a; b; cto range over �sop. Furthermore, pure terms and compatibility are de�ned as for�s.Working with open terms one loses conuence as shown by the following coun-terexample:((�X)Y )�11! (X�1Y )�11 ((�X)Y )�11! ((�X)�11)(Y �11)and (X�1Y )�11 and ((�X)�11)(Y �11) have no common reduct. Moreover, theabove example shows that even local conuence is lost. But as ((�X)�11)(Y �11)!! (X�21)�1(Y �11), the solution to the problem seems at hand if one has in mindthe properties of meta-substitutions and updating functions of the �-calculus inthe Bruijn notation (cf. Lemmas 5 - 10). These properties are equalities which



10 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��os�-�-transition (a �ib)�j c �! (a �j+1 c) �i (b �j�i+1 c) if i � j�-'-transition 1 ('ik a) �j b �! 'i�1k a if k < j < k + i�-'-transition 2 ('ik a) �j b �! 'ik(a�j�i+1 b) if k + i � j'-�-transition 'ik(a �j b) �! ('ik+1 a) �j ('ik+1�j b) if j � k + 1'-'-transition 1 'ik ('jl a) �! 'jl ('ik+1�j a) if l+ j � k'-'-transition 2 'ik ('jl a) �! 'j+i�1l a if l � k < l + jFig. 3. The new rules of the �se-calculuscan be given a suitable orientation and the new rules, thus obtained, added to�s give origin to a rewriting system which happens to be locally conuent (cf.(Kamareddine & R��os, 1995b)). For instance, the rule corresponding to the Meta-substitution Lemma (Lemma 8) is the �-�-transition rule given in Figure 3. Theaddition of this rule solves the critical pair in our counterexample, since now wehave (X�1Y )�11! (X�21)�1(Y �11).De�nition 10The set of rules �se is obtained by adding the rules in Figure 3 to the rules of the�s-calculus (Figure 2). The �se-calculus is the reduction system (�sop;!�se) where!�se is the least compatible reduction on �sop generated by the set of rules �se.The subcalculus of substitutions associated with the �se-calculus is the rewritingsystem generated by the set of rules se = �se � f�-generationg and we call itse-calculus.We call the rules whose name start with �, �-rules. We de�ne similarly the '-rules.Remark that when transcribing Lemmas 5 - 10 as rewriting rules, instead ofkeeping the condition l + j � k + 1 for rule '-'-transition 1, we restricted it tol + j � k. The reason for this is that for the extreme case i = 1, j = 1 andl + j = k + 1 we would have:'ik('jl (a))! 'jl ('ik+1�j(a))! 'ik+1�j('jl+1�i(a) = 'ik('jl (a)) ;giving an in�nite loop which would destroy strong normalisation. Furthermore, forl + j = k + 1 we have '-'-transition 2 that allows us to reduce 'ik('jl (a)). Notealso that for a; b 2 �sop:1. ('ika)�jb has a redex at the root i� j > k.2. 'ik('jl a) has a redex at the root i� k � l.Finally, local conuence for �se is obtained by analysis of critical pairs (cf. (Ka-mareddine & R��os, 1995b)):Theorem 6 (Local conuence)



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 11The se- and �se-calculi are locally conuent on �sop.We give now further motivation for the rules of �se. Motivation behind the rulesof Figure 2 was given in (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995a) and motivation for explicitsubstitution rules that belong to the same family can be found in (Kamareddine &Nederpelt, 1993). Hence, we concentrate on the rules of Figure 3.We gave already some motivation for the �-�-transition rule where we said thatsuch a rule helps to re-establish conuence. The other rules were also introducedas a necessity to close critical pairs. Remark now the following symetries: there are� two \simpli�cation" rules: �-'-tr.1 and '-'-tr.2;� two \distribution" rules: �-�-tr. and '-�-tr.;� two \commutation" rules: �-'-tr.2 and '-'-tr.1.The intuitive interpretation of 'ik, as for U ik, is the updating of the free variablesgreater than k with an increment of i � 1. In this informal context one must becareful: if a de Bruijn number corresponds to a free variable, the \real" number ofsuch a variable may not be its value. For instance, in 1�2, the index 2 correspondsto the \real" free variable 1. One may check this fact by translating 1�2 to classicalnotation: the result is x�y:x where x is the �rst variable in the free variable list.Remark that 'i1(1�2)!!s 1�2 whereas '40(1�2)!!s 4�5.The intuitive interpretation of a �jb, like affj  bgg, is the substitution of thefree variables (whose \real" number is j) by the updating ('j0) of b in a. In thesame way that the occurences of the \real" variable j in �a are the occurrences ofthe \real" variable j+1 in a, it is easy to check (for the meta-substitutions) thatthe occurrences of the \real" variable j in a �ib (i � j and i free in a) are theoccurrences of j+1 in a and the occurrences of j-i+1 in b.Now we explain each type of rule:� The intuitive interpretations given above of 'ik and a �jb explain the distri-bution rules: the �j operator in the LHS of �-�-tr.must become, on the RHS,�j+1 when acting on a and �j�i+1 when acting on b. In the same way, thetransition of 'ik into 'ik+1 and 'ik+1�j is explained for the rule '-�-tr..� The simpli�cation rules are also easy to grasp:To understand the rule '-'-transition 2, let us consider n > k. Since n > land l + j > k implies n + j � 1 > k, we get 'ik('jl n) !s 'ik(n + j� 1) !sn+ j+ i� 2. Now this double process of updating can be achieved by a singleupdating: 'i+j�1k n!s n+ j+ i� 2, hence our '-'-transition 2 rule.The rule �-'-tr.1 may be explained as a void substitution (the variable tobe replaced does not occur free). In fact, it is also easy to check (for themeta-updatings) that the occurrences of the \real" variable j in 'ika are theoccurrences of j-i+1 in a when j � i+1 > k. Hence, if j < k+ i, the variablej cannot occur free in 'ika and therefore the substitution in the LHS of therule is void. Furthermore the dissapearance of the �j operator is the reasonwhy the upper index of the ' operator is decreased by 1.� Finally, both commutation rules postpone an updating: �-'-tr.2 postponesthe updating 'ik, whereas '-'-tr.1 postpones the updating 'jl . The transition



12 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��osof �j into �j�i+1 can be explained by the fact that the occurrences of j in'ika are the occurrences of j-i+1 in a. Analogously, the transition of 'ik into'ik+1�j can be understood.We believe that further intuition, from the point of view of normalisation, can begained in the next section where we describe the se-normal forms. We de�ne therethe skeletons as certain structures of ' and � operators. The rules can be viewedas acting on skeletons to \order" them (what we call normal skeletons should beseen as completely \ordered" structures). This point of view helps to understandthe interaction between the indices of the � operators and the lower indices of the' operators.>From a computational point of view these new rules o�er the possibility ofinteraction between �- and '-operators, whereas in �s the interaction of theseoperators was restricted to de Bruijn numbers, applications and abstractions. Thisrestriction is also present in �� and enables the preservation of strong normalisation,whereas this property does not hold in ��, where interaction of substitutions isavailable through the composition operator. We believe that the interaction wepropose in �se is more controlled than the interaction allowed in ��, because ofthe restriction on indices and therefore this strati�ed interaction would not beharmful from the point of view of preservation. However, the preservation of strongnormalisation of �se is still an open problem.We remark that Lemmas 5 - 10 were all the knowledge required about meta-substitutions and meta-updatings to prove conuence of �s (cf. (Kamareddine &R��os, 1995a)). This knowledge must become available within the calculus if weexpect to obtain nice conuence properties. Therefore the new rules about �- and'-operators internalise the knowledge in the meta-level about the meta-operatorsthey represent.We end this section by comparing �s and �se with ��, ��*, �� and ��. Since theinterpretationsy T and S of �s into �� and ��, respectively, were already presentedin (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995a), we highlight here the translation into ��*.De�nition 11The translation R of �s-terms into ��*-terms is de�ned inductively by:R(n) = n R(ab) = R(a)R(b) R(a �i+1b) = R(a)[*i (R(b) � id)]R(�a) = �R(a) R('ika) = R(a)[*k ("i�1)]where "0= id, "n+1= " � "n and *0 (s) = s, *n+1 (s) =* (*n (s)).The following theorem summarizes the properties of these translations:Theorem 7y T and S are de�ned on numbers, abstractions and applications like R in De�nition 11.We just recall here the translations of substitutions and updatings:T (a �i+1b) = T (a)[1 � 2 � : : : � i � T (b)["i] � "i] S(a �i+1b) = S(a)[*i (S(b)=)]T ('ika) = T (a)[1 � 2 � : : : � k� "k+i�1] S('ika) = S(a)[*k (")]i�1where "n and *n are as in De�nition 11 and a[s]0 = a, a[s]n+1 = (a[s])[s]n.



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 13For a; b 2 �s we have:1. If a!s b then T (a)!!+� T (b)2. If a!�s b then S(a) !!+�� S(b) and R(a)!!+��* R(b).3. If a!�se b then T (a) =�� T (b), S(a) =�� S(b) and R(a) =��* R(b).ProofBy induction on a, using the classical equalities of ��, �� and ��*.Remark that since �� only di�ers from �� in the treatment of applications, the\natural" translation of �se into �� is also S. But, as expected, a!�se b does notimply S(a) =�� S(b). The reason for this is that �� is unable to prove (a b)[s] =a[s]b[s], in fact (�:11)(�:11)[s] 6=�� (�:11)[s](�:11)[s] because substitutions may beintroduced into applications only if the application has a head variable. Therefore,no translation of �se into �� preserving equalities seems possible.Finally, we compare the amount of reduction steps needed to perform some �-reductions of pure terms in the di�erent calculi. We just give two examples to showthat for certain terms �� and �� are more e�cient than �s whereas there are termsfor which �s is the most e�cient. For instance, the term (�:1)a reduces in two stepsto a in �� and �� but 2+n steps are needed in �s, where n is the length of '10a!! a.On the other hand, terms of the form (� � � ��:n)a, with m �'s and n > m > 1, canbe reduced more e�ciently in �s beacuse the single step n�ma !s n� 1 requires2m� 1 steps in �� and much more in ��. Remark that �� is less e�cient than ��every time the new mechanism of application is started.3 The weak normal formsThe following theorem classi�es se-normal forms (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995b)).Theorem 8A term a 2 �sop is an se-normal form i� one of the following holds:� a 2 V [ IN, i.e. a is a variable or a de Bruijn number.� a = b c, where b and c are se-normal forms.� a = �b, where b is an se-normal form.� a = b �jc, where c is an se-nf and b is an se-nf of the form X, or d �ie withj < i, or 'ikd with j � k.� a = 'ikb, where b is an se-nf of the form X, or c �jd with j > k + 1, or 'jl cwith k < l.There is a simple way to describe the se-nf's using item notation (Kamareddine &Nederpelt, 1995). In this notation one writes a b = (b �)a, �a = (�)a, a �ib = (b �i)aand 'ika = ('ik)a. (b �), (�), (c �i), ('ik) are called items (�-, �-, �- and '-items,respectively) and b and c the bodies of the respective items. A sequence of itemsis called a segment. Note that every term in �sop can be written as s n or sX forsome segment s.A normal �'-segment s is a sequence of �- and '-items such that every pair ofadjacent items in s has one of the following forms:



14 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��os('ik)('jl ) and k < l ('ik)(b �j) and k < j � 1 (b �i)(c �j) and i < j(b �j)('ik) and j � k.Two examples of normal �'-segments are: ('23)('14)('67)(b�9)(c�11)('211)('516)and (b�1)(c�3)(d�4)('25)('16)('47)(a�10).Finally, in order to make the dependence of a normal �'-segment on the bodies ofthe �-items explicit, we de�ne the skeleton of a �'-segment as the pseudo-segmentobtained by removing the bodies of the �-items. We call it pseudo-segment becauseit is not a segment as de�ned above. We write �'(a1; : : : ; an) to mean the normal�'-segment s (whose skeleton is �') which has n �-items such that the body ofthe i-th (begining from the left) of them is ai. We call such a skeleton a normalskeleton of arity n. For example, the following segments:s0 = ('23)('14)('67)(b�9)(c�11)('211)(b�14)('516)s00 = (b�1)(c�3)(d�4)('25)('16)('47)(a�10)have the respective skeletons�'0 = ('23)('14)('67)(�9)(�11)('211)(�14)('516)�'00 = (�1)(�3)(�4)('25)('16)('47)(�10) ;and are written: s0 = �'0(b; c; b) and s00 = �'00(b; c; d; a).We can now give another description of the se-nf's, as presented in (Kamareddine& R��os, 1995b). This di�erent point of view of the structure of the se-normal formswill be exploited later.Theorem 9The se-normal forms can be described by the following syntax:NF ::= V j IN j (NF �)NF j (�)NF j �'(NF; : : : ; NF )Vwhere �' are normal skeletons. Terms of the form �'(a1; : : : ; an)X are called �'-normal forms (even if they are not written in item notation).Now, we de�ne an innermost strategy (before reducing a redex all its subtermsmust have been already normalised) to calculate normal forms. We do it in threesteps:1. We de�ne a function s0e to evaluate a normal form of 'ikd for d 2 NF .2. We use s0e to de�ne a function s00e to evaluate a normal form of d �je ford; e 2 NF .3. We use s0e and s00e to de�ne a function s�e to evaluate an se-normal form fora 2 �sop.De�nition 12Let d 2 NF , we de�ne s0e('ikd) by induction on d as follows:



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 15s0e('ikX) = 'ikXs0e('ikn) = � n+ i� 1 if n > kn if n � ks0e('ik(a b)) = s0e('ika) s0e('ikb)s0e('ik(�a)) = �s0e('ik+1a)s0e('ik('jl a)) = 8>><>>: 'ik('jl a) if k < l'j+i�1l a if l � k < l + j'jl (s0e('ik+1�ja)) if l + j � ks0e('ik(a �jb)) = ( 'ik(a �jb) if j > k + 1s0e('ik+1a)�js0e('ik+1�jb) if j � k + 1Note the analogy of these equalities with the '-rules.De�nition 13Let d; e 2 NF , we de�ne s00e (d �je) by induction on d as follows:s00e (X �jb) = X �jbs00e (n�jb) = 8<: n� 1 if n > js0e('j0 b) if n = jn if n < js00e ((a c)�jb) = s00e (a �jb) s00e (c �jb)s00e ((�a)�jb) = �s00e (a �j+1b)s00e (('ika)�jb) = 8>>>>><>>>>>: ('ika)�jb if j � k'i�1k a if k < j < k + is0e('ik+1a)�k+1s0e('i0b) if j = k + i'ik(s00e (a �j+1�ib)) if j > k + is00e ((a �ic)�jb) = ( (a �ic)�jb if i > js00e (a �j+1b)�is00e (c �j+1�ib) if i � jRemark again the analogy of these equalities with the �-rules. Only one does not�t the pattern: s00e (('ika)�jb) = s0e('ik+1a)�k+1s0e('i0b) when j = k + i. The reasonfor treating this case separately is that only when j = k + i an application of �-'tr.2 creates a new '-� tr.-redex:('ik a)�j b �!�-'-tr.2 'ik(a �k+1 b) �!'-�-tr ('ik+1a)�k+1('i0b)De�nition 14Let d 2 �sop, we de�ne s�e(d) by induction on d as follows:s�e(X) = X s�e(a b) = s�e(a) s�e(b) s�e('ika) = s0e('iks�e(a))s�e(n) = n s�e(�a) = �s�e(a) s�e(a �jb) = s00e (s�e(a)�js�e(b))



16 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��osIn order to prove weak normalisation of se, we need to show that s0e and s00e de�nenormal forms and this requires a powerful inductive hypothesis (see Lemmas 15 and16) which uses S and N below:De�nition 15The set of sorts is de�ned as S = fV;B; �; �; �; 'g. The sort of a term a, denotedS(a), is de�ned as: S(X) = V , S(n) = B, S(a b) = �, S(�a) = �, S(a �ib) = �,S('ika) = '. The number of a term c of sort � or ' or V , denoted N (c), is de�nedas N ('ika) = k, N (a �jb) = j and N (X) = 0.S and N really matter in deciding the existence of redexes:Remark 1Let b 2 NF :1. If 'ika 2 NF , S(a) = S(b) and N (a) = N (b), then 'jkb 2 NF for every j � 1.2. If a �jc 2 NF , S(a) = S(b) and N (a) = N (b), then b �jc 2 NF .3. If 'ika 2 NF , S(a) = S(b) and N (a) = N (b), then b �k+1c 2 NF for c 2 NF .ProofBy analysis of the redex at the root (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os, 1996)).Lemma 15If a 2 NF then s0e('ika) is an se-normal form of 'ika.Moreover, if s0e('ika) 6= 'ika then S(a) = S(s0e('ika)) and when S(a) = � or S(a) = 'we also have N (a) = N (s0e('ika)).ProofBy induction on a. We only show the case a = 'jl b and l + j � k.Now, s0e('ika) = s0e('ik('jl b)) D 12= 'jl s0e('ik+1�jb).If s0e('ik+1�jb) = 'ik+1�jb, then s0e('ika) = 'jl ('ik+1�jb) wich is in normal form,beacuse l < k+1�j. If s0e('ik+1�jb) 6= 'ik+1�jb, then our strong inductive hypothesisensures S(b) = S(s0e('ik+1�jb)). Note that, since a = 'jl b 2 NF , b is neither anapplication nor an abstraction, also b is not a variable (otherwise s0e('ik+1�jb) ='ik+1�jb). Hence b is a �'-normal form, and we have N (b) = N (s0e('ikb)). Weconclude by Remark 1.1 that 'jl s0e('ikb) 2 NF .Lemma 16If a; b 2 NF then s00e (a �jb) is an se-normal form of a �jb.Moreover, if s00e (a �jb) 6= a �jb and a 6= j then:1. If a 6= 'ikc with i + k = j then S(a) = S(s00e (a �jb)) and when S(a) = � orS(a) = ' we have furthermore N (a) = N (s00e (a �jb)).2. If a = 'ikc with i + k = j then S(s00e (a �jb)) = � and N (s00e (a �jb)) = k + 1.ProofBy induction on a. The proof is similar to the proof of the previous lemma.Theorem 10 (Weak normalisation of se)



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 17For every term a 2 �sop, s�e(a) is an se-normal form of a. Hence, the se-calculus isweakly normalising.ProofBy induction on a using Lemmas 15 and 16 and the fact that left members ofse-rules are neither applications nor abstractions.We have therefore a strategy to �nd se-normal forms. Furthermore, the strategyis innermost indeed: notice that for the out-of-the-pattern case we pointed out afterDe�nition 13, the strategy remains innermost. In fact, for j = k + i, we had:('ik a)�j b �!�-'-tr.2 'ik(a �k+1 b) �!'-�-tr ('ik+1a)�k+1('i0b) ;and if 'ika 2 NF and b 2 NF then, a �k+1 b 2 NF . Therefore, the only redex in'ik(a �k+1 b) is the '-�-transition-redex at the root.If we knew that se is SN, since we proved local conuence of se (cf. Theorem 6),we could apply Newman's Lemma to show the conuence of se. In the abscence ofthis information, we establish the following proposition.Proposition 1Let a; b 2 �sop, if a!se b then s�e(a) = s�e(b).ProofInduction on a showing �rst that s�e(s�e(a)) = s�e(a), s�e('ika) = s�e('iks�e(a)) ands�e(a �jb) = s�e(s�e(a)�js�e(b)) and that for every rule L ! R of the se-calculus,s�e(L) = s�e(R). This last statement should be �rst proved assuming that all theterms involved in the rules are se-nfs. This is easy for the s-rules, but for the otherrules an enormous amount of elementary calculations is needed. Furthermore, forsome rules it is necessary to assume that the fact hold for other rules, hence theimportance of the chosen order for the proofs. This order works: '-'-tr.1, '-'-tr.2,�-'-tr.1, �-'-tr.2, '-�-tr., �-�-tr.. More details in (Kamareddine & R��os, 1996).Theorem 11 (Conuence of se)The se-calculus is conuent both on �sop and on �s.ProofSince all the se-rules preserve closed terms, we just prove the theorem for �sop.It is easy to show by induction on the length of the derivation and using Propo-sition 1 that for a; b 2 �sop, a!!se b implies s�e(a) = s�e(b).Let us suppose a !!se b and a !!se c, hence s�e(a) = s�e(b) and s�e(a) = s�e(c).The theorem is therefore settled since b!!se s�e(b) and c!!se s�e(c).Hence, for every term a 2 �sop there exists (Theorem 10) a unique se-normal formthat we denote se(a). Hence, se(a) = s�e(a) for every a 2 �sop, se('ikb) = s0e('ikb)for every b 2 NF and every i � 1, k � 0 and se(c �jd) = s00e (c �jd) for everyc; d 2 NF and j � 1.



18 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��os4 The calculus of the interpretationOur aim is to apply the GIMES (Corollary 1) to obtain the conuence of the �se-calculus. Our interpretation function will be se. Coming back to the notation ofCorollary 1, we intend to apply the GIMES with: f = se, R =!�se, R1 =!seand R2 =!��gen. In the previous section we proved Proposition 1 which evidentlyimplies that Condition 2 of the GIMES is satis�ed. In this section we are goingto introduce the calculus of the interpretation. The set of the interpretation is, ofcourse, NF . Therefore, we shall de�ne R0 on NF and prove that Conditions 1 and3 of the GIMES are also satis�ed. We postpone the conuence of R0 until the nextsection.De�nition 16 (The interpretation reduction �0)For a; b 2 NF , a!�0 b i� there exists d 2 �sop such that a!��gen d and b = se(d).We take !�0 as R0. Condition 1 of the GIMES is immediate:Proposition 2Let a; b 2 NF , if a!�0 b then a!!�se b.The following lemmas are needed to prove Proposition 3 which is Condition 3 ofthe GIMES.Lemma 17Let a; b; c 2 NF .1. If a!!�0 b and c!!�0 d then a c!!�0 b d .2. If a!!�0 b , then �a!!�0 �b .Proof1. Prove �rst that if a!�0 b , then a c!�0 b c and c a!�0 c b . Then use a doubleinduction. 2. Prove �rst that if a!�0 b , then �a!�0 �b .Lemma 18If a is a �'-normal form and a !��gen d then S(a) = S(se(d)) and N (a) =N (se(d)) (cf. De�nition 15).ProofBy induction on a using Remark 1 (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os, 1996) for details).Lemma 19For a; b; c; e 2 NF the following hold:1. If a!�0 b and 'ika 2 NF then 'ikb 2 NF and 'ika!�0 'ikb.2. If a!�0 b and a �jc 2 NF then b �jc 2 NF and a �jc!�0 b �jc.3. If a!�0 b and c �ja 2 NF then c �jb 2 NF and c �ja!�0 c �jb.4. If a!!�0 b and 'ika 2 NF then 'ikb 2 NF and 'ika!!�0 'ikb.5. If a!!�0 b, c!!�0 e and a �jc 2 NF then b �je 2 NF and a �jc!!�0 b �je.ProofUsing Lemma 18 and Remark 1 (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os, 1996) for details).



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 19Lemma 20Let a; b 2 NF and d 2 �sop. The following holds:1. If a!��gen d then se('ika)!�0 se('ikd).2. If a!��gen d then se(a �jb)!�0 se(d �jb).3. If b!��gen d then se(a �jb)!!�0 se(a �jd).ProofBy induction on a1. Use Lemma 19.1, 2 and 3.2. The previous item is required.3. Use Lemma 17 and Lemma 19.3, 4 and 5, as well as the �rst item.See (Kamareddine & R��os, 1996) for more technical details.Lemma 21For a; b; c 2 NF the following hold:1. If a!!�0 b then se('ika)!!�0 se('ikb).2. If a!!�0 b then se(a �jc)!!�0 se(b �jc).3. If b!!�0 c then se(a �jb)!!�0 se(a �jc).ProofStraightforward using Lemma 20.The following proposition states that Condition 3 of the GIMES is satis�ed.Proposition 3Let a; b 2 �sop, if a!��gen b then se(a)!!�0 se(b).ProofBy induction on a.a = c d : If the reduction is internal (c !��gen c0 or d !��gen d0), use IH andLemma 17.1. If the reduction is at the root (c = �c0 and b = c0 �1d) we have:se((�c0)d) = (�se(c0))se(d)!�0 se(se(c0)�1se(d)) = se(c0 �1d).a = �c : Use the IH and Lemma 17.2.a = 'ikc : Use the IH and Lemma 21.1.a = c �jd : Use IH and Lemma 21.2 or 21.3, if the reduction is within c or d re-spectively. 5 Conuence resultsIn this section we prove conuence for the calculus of the interpretation (NF;!�0)in order to obtain the conuence of the �se-calculus via the GIMES. The conuenceof (NF;!�0) is obtained via a parallelisation �a la Tait-Martin-L�of (cf. (Barendregt,1984)) de�ned as follows:De�nition 17



20 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��osLet a; b; c; d; a1; : : : ; an 2 NF . The reduction ) is de�ned on NF by:(REFL) a) a (SPHI ) ah ) bh 1 � h � n�'(a1; : : : ; an)X ) �'(b1; : : : ; bn)X(ABST ) a) b�a) �b (BETA) a) c b) d(�a) b) se(c �1d)(APPL) a) c b) da b) c dWe remark that SPHI is a rule scheme where �' ranges over normal skeletons.To prove that the transitive closures of !�0 and ) coincide, we establish thefollowing two lemmas.Lemma 22Let a; b 2 NF , if a) b then a!!�0 b.ProofBy induction on the length of the deduction a ) b. We only treat two cases ac-cording to the last rule applied in this deduction:SPHI: a = �'(a1; : : : ; an)X, b = �'(b1; : : : ; bn)X and ah ) bh for 1 � h � n.By IH, ah !!�0 bh, and we use the following (proved by induction on thelength of �' and using Lemma 19.4 and 5):Fact: For every normal skeleton �' of arity n and for every ah; bh 2 NF(1 � h � n), if ah !!�0 bh for 1 � h � n, then �'(a1; : : : ; an)X !!�0�'(b1; : : : ; bn)X .BETA: a = (�a0)b0, b = se(c0�1d0), a0 ) c0 and b0 ) d0.By IH, a0 !!�0 c0 and b0 !!�0 d0 and therefore (�a0)b0 !�0 se(a0�1b0) L 21:2!!�0se(c0�1b0) L 21:3!!�0 se(c0�1d0).Remark 2For a1; : : : ; an 2 �sop and �' the skeleton of a normal �'-segment, we havese(�'(a1; : : : ; an)X) = �'(se(a1); : : : ; se(an))X.ProofBecause �'(a1; : : : ; an)X !!se �'(se(a1); : : : ; se(an))X which is a (unique) se-nf.Lemma 23Let a 2 NF and d 2 �sop, if a!��gen d then a) se(d).ProofBy induction on a. As an example, we treat the case a = �'(a1; : : : ; an)X. Thereduction must occur within some ai, hence d = �'(a1; : : : ; a0i; : : : ; an) such thatai !��gen a0i. By IH, ai ) se(a0i) and, since ah ) ah, applying rule SPHI:a) �'(a1; : : : ; se(a0i); : : : ; an) R 2= se(�'(a1; : : : ; a0i; : : : ; an))



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 21Lemma 24The transitive closures of !�0 and ) coincide, i.e. !!�0 =)�.ProofIf a !�0 b then a !��gen d and b = se(d) and, by Lemma 23, a ) b. Therefore,!�0�). Now, by Lemma22,)�!!�0 , hence!�0�)�!!�0. Therefore,!!�0=)�.To prove that ) is SCR we must �rst establish some lemmas (see (Kamareddine& R��os, 1996) for details).Lemma 25For every i � 1, k � 0 and normal skeleton �' of arity n, there exists a normalskeleton �'1, m, i1; : : : ; im, k1; : : : ; km such that 0 � m � n, ih � 1 and kh � 0(1 � h � m) and such that for every a1; : : : ; an 2 NF the following holds:se('ik �'(a1; : : : ; an)X) = �'1(se('i1k1a1); : : : ; se('imkmam); am+1; : : : ; an)XProofBy induction on the length of the skeleton �'.Lemma 26For every j � 1 and normal skeleton �' of arity n, there exists a normal skeleton�'2, m, i1; : : : ; im such that 0 � m � n, ih � 1 (1 � h � m) and one and only oneof the following holds:� There exist i0 � 1, p, im+1; : : : ; ip, km+1; : : : ; kp such that m � p � n, ih � 1,kh � 0 (m+ 1 � h � p) and for every a1; : : : ; an; c 2 NF , the following holds:se(�'(a1; : : : ; an)X �j c) =�'2(se(b1); : : : ; se(bm); se('i00 c), se(dm+1); : : : ; se(dp); ap+1; : : : ; an)Xwhere bl = al�ilc and dl = 'ilklal� For every a1; : : : ; an; c 2 NF , the following holds:se(�'(a1; : : : ; an)X �j c) =�'2(se(a1�i1c); : : : ; se(am�imc); c; am+1; : : : ; an)X� For every a1; : : : ; an; c 2 NF , the following holds:se(�'(a1; : : : ; an)X �j c) =�'2(se(a1�i1c); : : : ; se(am�imc); am+1; : : : ; an)XProofBy induction on the length of the skeleton �'.Lemma 27Let a; b 2 NF , if a) b then se('ika)) se('ikb).ProofBy induction on the length of the deduction a) b. If the last rule is, e.g.:SPHI: Hence a = �'(a1; : : : ; an)X, b = �'(b1; : : : ; bn)X and ah ) bh for all h.By Lemma 25 we havese('ik �'(a1; : : : ; an)X) = �'1(se('i1k1a1); : : : ; se('imkmam); am+1; : : : ; an)X.By IH, se('ihkhah) ) se('ihkhbh) for h � m and, since ah ) bh for all h, in



22 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��osparticular for m < h � n, we apply rule SPHI to get�'1(se('i1k1a1); : : : ; se('imkmam); am+1; : : : ; an)X )�'1(se('i1k1b1); : : : ; se('imkmbm); bm+1; : : : ; bn)X L25= se('ik �'(b1; : : : ; bn)X)BETA: Hence a = (�a1)a2, b = se(b1�1b2), a1 ) b1 and a2 ) b2.se('ik((�a1)a2)) = (�se('ik+1a1))se('ika2) IH) se(se('ik+1b1)�1se('ikb2)) =se(('ik+1b1)�1('ikb2)) = se('ik(b1�1b2)) = se('ikse(b1�1b2))Corollary 4Let a; b 2 NF such that 'ika; 'ikb 2 NF , if a) b then 'ika) 'ikb.Lemma 28Let a; b; c 2 NF , if b) c then se(a �jb)) se(a �jc).ProofBy induction on a (see (Kamareddine & R��os, 1996) for details).Lemma 29Let a; b; c; d 2 NF , if a) b and c) d then se(a �jc)) se(b �jd).ProofBy induction on the length of the deduction a) b. If the last rule is, e.g.:BETA: Hence a = (�a1)a2, b = se(b1�1b2), a1 ) b1 and a2 ) b2.se(((�a1)a2)�jc) = (�se(a1 �j+1c))se(a2 �jc) IH &BETA)se(se(b1 �j+1d)�1se(b2�jd)) =se((b1 �j+1d)�1(b2�jd)) = se((b1�1b2)�jd) = se(se(b1�1b2)�jd)SPHI: Hence a = �'(a1; : : : ; an)X, b = �'(b1; : : : ; bn)X, ah ) bh (1 � h � n).Lemma 26 o�ers 3 possibilities which are treated analogously. We choose thesecond one:se(�'(a1; : : : ; an)X �j c) =�'2(se(a1�i1c); : : : ; se(am�imc); c; am+1; : : : ; an)Xby IH, se(ah�ihc)) se(bh�ihd) and as c) d and ah ) bh for m+1 � h � n,SPHI gives: �'2(se(a1�i1c); : : : ; se(am�imc); c; am+1; : : : ; an)X )�'2(se(b1�i1d); : : : ; se(bm�imd); d; bm+1; : : : ; bn)X. Finally, by Lemma 26,se(�'(b1; : : : ; bn)X �j d) =�'2(se(b1�i1d); : : : ; se(bm�imd); d; bm+1; : : : ; bn)X.Remark that, to check the �rst option of Lemma 26, Lemma 27 is needed.Theorem 12The parallelisation) is strongly conuent.ProofBy induction on the length of the deduction a) b. We just study two cases for thelast rule applied in this deduction:



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 23SPHI: Hence a = �'(a1; : : : ; an)X, b = �'(b1; : : : ; bn)X and ah ) bh for all h.Remark that c = �'(c1; : : : ; cn)X and ah ) ch for all h, since the last ruleto obtain �'(a1; : : : ; an)X ) c must be either SPHI or REFL. By IH thereexist dh such that bh ) dh and ch ) dh for all h. Take d = �'(d1; : : : ; dn)X.BETA: Hence a = (�a1)a2, b = se(b1�1b2), a1 ) b1 and a2 ) b2. There are twopossibilities for c according to the last rule applied to obtain a) c. We onlytreat the case where the last rule is BETA:Hence c = se(c1�1c2), with a1 ) c1 and a2 ) c2, then by IH there exists d1,d2 such that b1 ) d1, c1 ) d1, b2 ) d2 and c2 ) d2. Take d = se(d1�1d2)and use Lemma 29.Proposition 4The calculus of the interpretation (NF;!�0) is conuent.ProofBy Theorem 12,) is SCR, and by Lemma 1, also)� is SCR. Hence, by Lemma 24,!!�0 is SCR, and so !�0 is conuent.Theorem 13The �se-calculus is conuent on �sop.ProofAll the conditions hold (see our four propositions) and the GIMES (Corollary 1)can be applied as proposed at the beginning of Section 4.Corollary 5The �se-calculus is conuent on �s.Finally, we show that �se is correct with respect to the �-calculus, i.e. that all�se-derivations beginning and ending with pure terms can also be obtained in the�-calculus.Theorem 14 (Soundness)For a; b 2 �, if a!!�se b then a!!� b.ProofFirst we show by induction on a that for all a; b 2 �, a !�0 b i� a !� b anddeduce that a !!�0 b i� a !!� b. Then we show by induction on the length of thederivation a!!�se b using Prpositions 1 and 3 that for all a; b 2 �sop, if a!!�se bthen se(a)!!�0 se(b). Now we are done because a; b 2 � � NF .ConclusionWe think that �s is an interesting alternative to calculi of explicit substitutions inthe ��-style: it preserves SN (cf. (Kamareddine & R��os, 1995a)), has a conuentextension on open terms (cf. Theorem 13) and simulates one step �-reduction (cf.Lemma 14). Two important questions are still open:



24 Fairouz Kamareddine and Alejandro R��os1. Is the se-calculus strongly normalising?2. Does the �se-calculus preserve SN?If the second question could be decided positively, �se would be the answer tothe two open problems in (Mu~noz Hurtado, 1996), namely, a conuent (on openterms) calculus of explicit substitutions that preserves strong normalisation which1. reduces substitution redexes before �-redexes.2. admits interaction of substitutions.We remark that SN of se would also shorten the proof of conuence that we havegiven here: most of the results of Section 3 become trivial in the presence of SN.Finally, froma computational point of view, the lack of SN is not a major problem,since the se-calculus has been shown weakly normalising and an e�ective strategyto evaluate normal forms has been proposed.However, from a theoretical point of view, the strong normalisation of the se-calculus is an important feature and seems a very di�cult problem which remainsstill a challenge to the rewriting community. Zantema showed in a private com-munication, that the �-�-transition rule terminates. He considered the in�niteTerm Rewriting Structure TRS (with this rule), ranging over an in�nite signa-ture f�i; i > 0g. He showed strong normalisation of this TRS (call it S) by showingweak normalisation and using the following lemma (cf. (Klop, 1992)):Lemma 30Any reduction relation ! on a set T satisfying 1,2, and 3 is strongly normalising:1. ! is weakly normalising.2. ! is WCR.3. ! is increasing, i.e., there exists f : T �! IN s.t. a! b) f(a) < f(b).For S, 2 follows from a simple critical pair analysis and 3 can be easily establishedby choosing f(a) to be the size of a. To show weak normalisation of S, Zantemaestablishes �rst two lemmas:Lemma 31Let b = ((� � � (a�i1a1)�i2a2)�i3a3) � � ��inan, where a is either a variable or its rootis not �q , and i1 > i2 > ::: > in�1, in�1 � in. Thenb !+ ((� � � (a�j1b1)�j2b2)�j3b3) � � ��jnbn, where j1 > j2 > j3::: > jn�1 > jn =in�1, and for every r = 1; � � � ; n either br = ap for some p � n or br = ap�kan forsome p < n and some k.ProofBy induction on n. At the top level, b! ((::::�in+1an)�in�1 (an�1�kan)).Lemma 32Let b = ((::(a�i1a1)�i2a2)�i3a3) : : : �inan, where a is either a variable or its rootis not �q. Then b !� ((� � � (a�j1b1)�j2b2)�j3b3) � � ��jnbn, where j1 > j2 > j3::: >jn�1 > jn, and for every r = 1; � � � ; n the term br can be written asbr = (::(ac(r;1)�ac(r;2))�ac(r;2)):::�ac(r;n) for 1 � c(r; 1) < c(r; 2) < ::: < c(r; n) � n,where � stands for arbitrary �k.



The conuence of the �se-calculus on open terms 25ProofInduction on n using Lemma 31.Lemma 33 (Weak normalisation of S)S is weakly normalising.ProofBy induction on the size of the term: assume there is a term b not having a normalform for which every term of size smaller than b admits a normal form. ApplyLemma 32 to this term. Note that a and b1; b2; :::bn are all smaller than b, henceadmit a normal form. Replace a and b1; b2; � � � ; bn by their normal forms in the term((::(a�j1b1)�j2b2)�j3b3) � � ��jnbn, yielding a normal form of b, contradiction.Zantema correctly comments that weak normalisation of this TRS does not fol-low from weak normalisation of the whole se-calculus (cf. Theorem 10). We notemoreover that his proof of weak normalisation di�ers from ours which provides ane�ective strategy to calculate normal forms. Furthermore, Zantema notes that hisproof above is the �rst one that establishes strong normalisation from weak nor-malisation. Finally, he remarks that Lemma 30 cannot be used to establish strongnormalisation of se from its weak normalisation because the full system is easilyproved to be non-increasing. ReferencesAbadi, M., Cardelli, L., Curien, P.-L., & L�evy, J.-J. (1991). Explicit Substitutions. Journalof functional programming, 1(4), 375{416.Barendregt, H. (1984). The Lambda Calculus : Its Syntax and Semantics (revised edition).North Holland.Benaissa, Z., Briaud, D., Lescanne, P., & Rouyer-Degli, J. (1995). ��, a calculus of explicitsubstitutions which preserves strong normalisation. Personal communication.Bloo, R. (1995). Preservation of Strong Normalisation for Explicit Substitution. Tech. rept.95-08. Department of Mathematics and Computing Science, Eindhoven University ofTechnology.Curien, P.-L. (1986). Categorical Combinators, Sequential Algorithms and Functional Pro-gramming. Pitman. Revised edition : Birkh�auser (1993).Curien, P.-L., Hardin, T., & L�evy, J.-J. (1992). Conuence properties of weak and strongcalculi of explicit substitutions. Tech. rept. RR 1617. INRIA, Rocquencourt. To appearin the JACM.de Bruijn, N. (1972). Lambda-Calculus notation with nameless dummies, a tool for auto-matic formula manipulation, with application to the Church-Rosser Theorem. Indag.mat., 34(5), 381{392.de Bruijn, N. G. (1978). A namefree lambda calculus with facilities for internal de�ni-tion of expressions and segments. Tech. rept. TH-Report 78-WSK-03. Department ofMathematics, Eindhoven University of Technology.Hardin, T. (1989). Conuence Results for the Pure Strong Categorical Logic CCL : �-calculi as Subsystems of CCL. Theoretical computer science, 65(2), 291{342.Hardin, T., & L�evy, J.-J. (1989). A Conuent Calculus of Substitutions. France-japanarti�cial intelligence and computer science symposium, December.
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